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.The w9rk undertaken in this thesis·· involved the improvement 
.. . 
. 
. of--existing equipment for the study of unsteady flow in gas and s-team 
~ , • -
,(>'" I - • ····-
• ~ I 
' 
. _ ~turbines through experiments carried ·out with a wat~r analogue. 
{,-.., ' 
•• j_'· ,. -~ - •• : • i• 
Some 
.. . 
. .... . 
-- --- -------- -. - -- -
'· . ~ ~ 
,· 
---····- --·-··· 
.· \, of the. phenomena studied were pressure -waves. generated -by'°' the turbine·-
-~: -~' . _____________ _,. _____ . __ ---------··-··'."""- --;-·-·· 
. ' - ~· 
... . . . •· ',;: 
.· - - · bla(les as they -pass the ~ozzles, vortices? ·.formed by ·the . flow leaving .-------~----~-~- ---~-- . 
-----·------------- -~ -- -- - - - -- --- ------- \ _____ ---.--~- ------ --------. - -- . ------------·- -----------------.' ~---- ·-----~- ,... ___ _ 
t·he nozzles, a~d separation from the suction side of the blades. -From;··. . '~ . 
(' . . .. 
- .,. 
this hy.draulic analogue, a_n e·ffort was made to study the phenomena with .-· 
- . 
·-,-~-~.C---~--~:~"-··. --~--~--·~--IJH)Vie films and to determine t~e analogous flow rates·1rnd turbine·-----:-~-'"-: --'. . · ·" -
L, . 
' .• 
···- --- -~---------'-a-~-_ · -speeds :at which the unsteady a_c_tivity occurs. --·--&---·· .·- ~~·~···-~-'·-;:·- .. ·· . 
. . . . 
. ··- ' ' -------- -- - ·--
; : . . - -~ ... · .... ·-- . 
. . . 
.. 
-The improv~ment of the equipment mainly Involved making it J ' - - - - ,· 
l. --·I, .. 
. _ . . -sturdier and mo~e adj ustabl~. _ The water table was placed on a more _ 
- - •. --·•-----:-·------.------ ··-- • 'I . 
' '• . ; 
-solid table-which could be more easjJy leveled. It is possible now to 
. 0 
. ~·~'-.:.. . -:- ; ,-- ... - ~ .. -· . 
q· -
control the water flow onto the table more accurately by means of a 
'--
-· ···· ··----------------- -- - gravity tank empl-oying an overflow whic·h ·insures a ·constant level.·------
... 
·, 
. - ·---- -:...:~ ... :.. __ ,..._ ______ · __ . ~----- __ ._ 
This level provides a constant head goveTning flow to -the table. - Also, . 
a better method of feeding water to the table was devised. From a 
constant pressure header arou~d the_ table, the water is fed onto.the 
/-
table through rubbef tubes into filtering boxes, packed with screen~. 
This helps to make the flow onto the,table more even and free of· 
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disturbances. "•",••"" ' •• •. , .... ,,-.-c.,., •.. 
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) 
Unsteady flow was observed in the form of vortices and-waves 
, .. I , 
constantly generated by the blades. 
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' "-The equipment des~ribed. in this tlies-is was buil.t for the . · 
.. , . 
· · study of. unsteady flow phe_nomena in the ··s·pac~. betwee~ the blades and 




· · r---- ·· 
. ·. ~ . I . •. '. -.· nozzles of ,gas and steam turbines.\ Of particula~ int~rest-is the·effe~t . 
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. ~""--c---. .•. . . 
~ .....__ .the--nat ure-of ... ~flow -·t-h-r-OU4J·h--·t h~:-·'.bl-ades ·-may··-be .. ·-s-t11die·d· at--· ·vayi:lru~~f..._l o~w=-. -'---'----c ..,......_, ~.~--·~ •.~.....,. ··--:-:· ~ ~-- - .. l ...... _. ··.1 
.. 
., . 
. _.- 1 
rate,s and turbine .rotor speeds . 
•. , 
-The vehicle employed to study thes·e ·.conditions is the we1·1- · • ,I • . 
- ---~-----------
-- - - - -
- ---- --------- -----
---- --- --------- -- ---~---- --
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. · know·n. hydraulic analogue (3,4l. Shallow water with a free surface •. -----------··------------- - --- _,,. ____ -- - - - - ---- -- - -- - ---- -· -·--··-··· --- -··-------- ----- - - - -·-·--···--· -----
. 
.· under the influence of gravity, flows over a horizontal surface through 
' . . ' 
' -- -'---
__ .. _c_.-~ 
... t 






. ' . ~·· ., 
i 
I .: .. a ... radial arra·_ngement of ~ozzle~ and blades. eressure waves in· the ana-. ' . ! 
..... ·. _,... -
. f ') ,· 
... .;.. ,------- - .. - - ··--. - ----- •... 
. - -----~ ·----~-·:-.--------·-"-r-·,- --:-- .--: 
· logous gas flow will appear as surface waves on the water • 
\ ' 
... 
. . ... ,. 
. · 
The gas and s~eam turbines to which the analogue applies are 
d •• 
.. . .. 
J 
.. '-, . 
axi.al, made up of many stages. It is felt, however, that a radialr ' .. 
. --------, - - , .. : ~-: -~-. -----··-· .. -··- ... - . 
. ---·---- . -~- - - - ·-· , 
, turbine with flow toward the center could_just·as eas~ly experience 
--·· -- ·-------_ ---·- ·-.. . 
- - .----' -· 
. I ••••. 
. - - - '···-- -- --
- ' ~he same phenomena. In applying th~ ·hydraulic ~nalogue to this 
. 
. ---·d----- \ -'- ···---·----
. . 
. l . 
... 
( 
' '• problem,,.a flat table· was con.structed, the water flow originating from 
the outer perimeter of the table, flowing radially in through the 
nozzles which are arranged in a circle, and across the vertical 
• !' ----
blades which are atta~)ed to a horiiontal wheel suspended from above~ 
The nozzles consist of curved channels of rectangular cross section. 
The hydraulic analogue is valid for flow through a channel 
of rectangular cross section corresponding to the flow of gas with 
I·---
.. .·--, . 
':, , 
' - .... ,' ,. -----·-· ... - . 
. r • 
. ~ 
. . 
a specific heat ratio of twoe This channel may vary in width, however, 
' . 
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. ---~· ·"" - :' . - .,_ ... : - . 
at different points in ihe flow· fiel~;~·a..:nd the chann~l __ may curve, as . 
~ 
" t .:. 
.. 'I. 
. long as the flow remains irrotational. ··rn ·.t.liir···a·rEfa·:··"·of the .table ····- -~ 
betweelif the blades -and the .nozzles, it may be observe·d that the ana- I 
• 
logue is valid if we consid:er a _typical channel to be .made up of a . 
' 
T. 
.. '3 _,_, .. 
. 
-nozzle pas-sage· and the, s·treamlfne·s · leaving the nozzle. ---·---~-~.--.. -Since· :the water· . · · 
.. ' : I ·• . t "• 
' C:, •' 
• •" 
' ""--
L • ; . ._ . -., · flows rad ia_l ly_~-~~ . J~_Q_~a r~t _t_be_ center o.f _t_he ___ tab.le--1-·-the~~id~h-of t he-=e:f.~~~-~- ---~~ ~-~--~ , " ~---~ -------~--···--~----:--------- - ·- "' . -- --- -- ----·------ ' ~ r...... ... • , .. .- - -- . ·---·-'-'--· ----·-·--'--------------'-""-___.:.·--'---'·--··:-... ,_ -" ____ • ___ - ---~--------:·'----··. ---. .... • .._ • - C. ••• - -
-j·.. . . ··· _· . .., __ ~--..: .. _ .. · ·_ - - . · :~_ :~:-·c---::fe~t-iv:e · ctiannel de~reas-es inc1Irect ___ prciport 10-n---to ___ the -dis~-ance~ t-oward . ----·~-------" ---- -~ ····=--.. -- -l 
i I . . . 
. . . 
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,. .-·•-" _- .""· .... . __ ·: .. · ... ___ :• .. -· .. . 
.\ ~- · lected, as well as the vorticity ~ue to 'the formation of~ boundary 
.1. -
·., . ' 
- -- - ---~- - --- - -------




























,---- -•- -------....... _·---·' -----~----~·--;- .. , . la_yer. _ In actual operation, disregarding the vorti~es, th~ only reg,~ 
'·1 
.' ';-_ , 
. . 
· ion of·significant voitjcity is the boundary layer. If the flow is I " 
. ~ . 
.·-· ·assumed to be frictionJess, there is no boundary layer· and the flow·"·::_:\··::_'.:·---~:::-~~----'.~---·', 
. ________________ __: __ :_: ____ : .. may be- considere·a two-dimensional. If the water level is not too 
·• 
·- -•- , .. :. -
__ j. -- .• ~ 
" 
f 
low, the boundary layer should no.t have an. overly great effect on the 
flow. The .. flow on the water· table should exhibit good adherence to . 
l..--·· 
the assumptions of the hydraulic analogue for depths approximately 
' : .· · equal to one-quarter of an inch. (4). 
- ---·-·-·· . -~------.-· -------·--·-·--···-- .----
, . 




is being observed with the naked eye, motion pictures are taken. The -
camera is focused oh a smal·l portion of the test section,including 
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._ .. , --· - - •- .. 
wh-ich the .line of sight makes with the water is adjusted until an· -
.. 
·' 
- \) ,; 
overhead fluorescent ceiling .-light is barely visible on the surface.< 
. - . . - \,~ 
Then taJny ·surface. dis~urbance appears dark against the reflect.ion o.f 
the white ligh,t. _ Among the s.urface a·ctivities we seek t·o observe are 
. ' 
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_ The speed of. the carnera is adjustable to sixty-four frames · 
- per se~ond. At this speed, many sepa-rate frames may be taken, trac,~ --
..-- . -··'- ... ' 
! ------- -------------------
-__ . _ing the propagation of __ .s ur(c1c~ _g _ i_~t_u~.l!~_~c~:[~.a~ _____ t,bey __ :_m_oy_e ___ _a_c.ros.cs. __ t_he __ ---· ----·---·-
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It is -also desired that the -rotor speed and- flow rate be det- • 
,, 
•• 
~--- - ·. -
,· -. 
- .· . · . · ermined to r~cor~ t~e conditions under which c~:rtain unsteady flows. 
I • -- --:- • ~~~:- :____ ·-· :,:· _• - ~ 
' . 
. '_ .. __ --. -----·-····-----·-
' 
exist~ The_RPM·of the rotor is measur~d by the timing circuit and_ . _ 
clock which ti~es the ~econds elapsed for·one-half of a revolution. 
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in the appe•dix. 
> 
. . . . . -
.. . ----- -··-.:.....··--·-----·------ ------... ---:~- --------~--.. -··· , __ ~- ~ - --· ' ,. ..... ,- . 
. 
V = J2g(d0 - d) . (3) 
. \ 
. 
. :, ) 
'. Here, d is measured just upstream of the sluice gate; dis measured 0 
at the end of the nozzle passage. Vis the fluid velQci!Y leaving the 
'\~ 
nozzle. 
The flow rate is simply the cross sectional area of flow 
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(no. of nozzles x·width of nozile x·d) X V 
The analogous qua nt i-t ies for gas flow can be determi ·ned from 
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II •. · · EQ_UIPMENr 
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- ---------- - ·--
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Upon the· commencement :of this undertaking, .,e'quipment, a.lready , .. 
-
, 
,xisted and had_been used to perform the experiment,s. Much · of this . ,1 . ,)_ r 
(.: ;J 
• • r 
equi-pment, ,:·: .. howev·~r,had prove·n n·ot·to be s.tur.dy-<rr-accurat·e_:·e·ncfiig11 ·t,r-~------__ -~~--, -~-:·~-----~-:~-;~ 
~,-·. 
I ' . 
" 
. L . . . ·. · -- obtain the des ired results. Con~-~9l!_ent ly, t~J~ t_lle~ l$ i$ :concerned ___ . _ _ - · __________ _ .·~ . ----- _ _:_ ---- - ------·----·-- ·.---.,- ------- ----- ---· ·-··-0;·,'-·--,- ' 
----·- _._ ____ ------- ---· - - , .. - ---- - -- -- - -- -· --···- - -- ---- .... -- ···-- --- - - --- - -· 
- -- . -
- --·--· - .... -· --
·r 
,.,_:,._, . . :. ·,.:.,·~ :.· . ___ · ______ :. __ ·. -:.....!:.:.--':""-~.: ·. ~· - ---.-- .. ----- -
. '1, -· ~ _· ·, .----- -~-· _··. _· -wit·h-thEr·rede-sign··l)-f t·1tose····'pa·ri-s-·-anothe·-per-formaric·e·--o·r···t1ie--e·xpe-riments-:·--'.J ; •, 
. . .• . 
·t ' . -···; 
· The apparatus as i tl" .J~xisted was made up of a number of compon-
-
. . ,. 
. ' . 
- · ents. A plastic table· for water flow ·radially toward the cent~r with 
--·----···--- - ----------------. - -- - ---- ---- - • -- - . - --- -- -- -- --- - -- - - - . ----------------~ ----------- ------····--:.. .. " ·--=----~-~,. --·:···------- -- • -------------·-····· ---- - - --- .. --------- ' - ---- --------. - ... -------------- ---- .. -------·--------- ----- --- ----·--;-----
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;-._ 
nozzles a~~--!!--~~~!_-1 ~i_t h bl~~-eS fi~_e~ --~~O __ ! ~---~-!'_ranged i n~a ___ ~i!C!~- !?_O~-----~--+,-t!r -l-~~· -- -~ ..~~ .------------ --------
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.. · , i _ 
J 
.to,:eollect ·the wat.~~·i·a p_ump to recir~u1a·te it, a gravity tank to con-
trol the flow raie, an overhead frame to support the blad_e ·rotor,· and 
a speed control and ti~ing device. 
-~------· ''. _· ~-=-~-----·;:- _: .. ~ -~of these componroits' the overhead frame,' ·ttie blade ··and nozzl·e·--
·- .i 
..... 
.' . ' 
: ,-- ~ 
-
' 
- ~ ~- --------- -· --- . -
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I 
I __ ·_.C.-~---------.--~----- _assemblies, and the speed control and timing device were left essen- -· - -·-·---~------- -· __ ,. ___ .. ·- - - - -.:,~ 
. -...!. . ,•!,,' 
. t_\ 




tially unchanged, but.the other components were redesigned ~nd rebuilt. 
. . . . . . 
•. 
. -···~~-- ... ·-..----- ... .., ._·_: ' 
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A. WATER .TABLE 
: . r -~" 
• 
. . 
. ... . ......... _. ---- The existing water table was 43 5/8" x .43 5/8" and· had six 
.it:. 
-. ____ .. ---_- ~-~ .. i_nch-.. hi·gh sides. The turbine nozzles were located at the center 
about the outlet to the collecting tank. In each corner a drain hole 
was drilled to accommodate a tube to the collecting tank. Around the 
hole was an overflow box four inches- square with sides the height of 
, 
I • 
' . ,, 
8 '• 
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---- --·--- --· --·-. - - -----·· --·- ·---------· ·----- -----·-· . 
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·-'-·---········- ·--·- ·-·· ·- -----·----- ·- ·-··-··- . 
f ·'. 
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. ·-·- .. } -. ·--·~- --: - -.------·-
-·- !'... • . 
· -•~ th_e desired head behiirnd the sluice gate. - For different heads, dif-
- __ ---~----
--------····c· ____ .-_.----_--__ ._----. . 
. . 
• • • I , ' • 
• • • ·7 





_ The essential part-s· of the water table ·are the rotor whe~ _!Rd 
---
I c . 
r 
l. 
. _,~. - -··--~- - :blade assembly and the radia.Jiy located,- two-dimensional_ DQZZles "(fig.10). · -_' '. 
\-,·-·-·-- -, 
~--····~-(,·'\-··-·- - -·+ . . .)" 
·,-, !. 
'· . \ 
t .·_ • • :: . • . • 
' : 
- -~ ~ •. \," . • ~- .. -· ,.f 
. " • 
_ _ __ __ _ ,- -c·------~-,-,~-:=--~~----F-or---the purpose of the exper1me~ts undertaken, this - section must be 
. \ . ~ 
( 
-· -· ·--
- _____ ':: ,-- ---- ... ""-~-------··-·--.--·-· -·--·-------- ·---------·-·----~-"'-~- _---..-- .- ---- ---·-~ ~ 
.'. . ·, 
. .- ·, -· 
:;: , -----~·-7:',~-· ~----,--'--- __ · . __ supplied wi~ll __ water of a. cog$tant 'tJ\epth and flowing at a constant vel- , , ·r. :i·-'---·· '···-····· -
---- -- ,, . . . . '\ • . -·. . . 
. • !' - ·. , , . 
------ - • ~ ___ \\_ ---- ---- ------ - ~---- --------------- -------...--·-· ---=--- -· ---- -- ·----- .------------------- ---~---- ------·----·- . ----- - \ 
' 
· -- - · ----=--~~- ocity, uniform about the table at a given radius. - It=~was decided . 
"\\, . . 
. l .. I_ ~ 
-_ that. th~ ex\sting circura·r sluice gate wl,:th a constant head of water l 
~\ . . 
. i . . / \ . 
. ---- .. -
,.: __ ,- _ /--~~-.--------~~ ,, -, __ __ · ___ be.hind_ it is _th~, best means, of contr-011-i ng t~is depth a nd-ffl oc ity. -
\=- ______ -~--'------ -HQwe_yer ~ i t_was f elt._that _ a better method of -f ~e~ing -the--watel'-coUl_d 
~ 
- - .., .. - \ I - ------
•. \ 
·, ! · - be devised. --- _- \ ~-,----,_< 
... · .. t ·. 
·, 
--------'---- ----- --- -
...... , ' 
j . . : , - \ '·" : ~ 
. . ~ >':\. --




·- __ ....... . . ·.·-
from the supply tank by many small rubber tubes, as in ihe original 
. ' . 
- design, it is now piped from the tank through eight 11/4 ibch dia- . 
\ 
\ 






.. ·-- .. --- - . . .';. ., . 
' ' 
' r
l - :.~~~--:c ___________ ------ meter clear plastic tubes. to a completely enclosed header arou'n~ the·---:----~-~---- ~.C- ••••• - . ! 
• . I . . . ' "• 
outside of the table. The header (fig. 4, fig.I) was made in four, _ 
i •• 
. .. ' ~ 
_-.. : separate sections to accommodate the existing overhead frame ·('fig~. 9 >"\\ · 
\\- .. --_ --~ .. --- -. •, .... ...:. .. -- . -J 
table (fig. 6) at ·the outer limit of \\ · - · .. ihicb:wat ~ttached to the support 
- .... , .. ~ ... ---·--·---..-.· .. ·- : . - - -
\ \, . '._ 
the existing plastic table. ·Each section of the header is supplied \ . . 
- ., 
... ' 




' . ·--· . .., ·-··· - .. ,,.; -,~ -· - . --· - . 
-- .. i 
'. 
------ ----
the table in the shape of an octagon so that the distance from the 
point of discharge onto the table to the ~luice gate fi. approximately 
. . . 
aqual at all'points. The water is fed onto the table from the header 
~ by thiity-two small rubber tubes, 1/4 inch in diameter. These tubes, , 
9 
' . ,,, ... 
I 





df'"0-·--·- ~=-----=·----. .=.----'°'.:...~· -,-·- _. -
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. ' 
• .._ j,' T • '" •• • 
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------··--·-·-----.- ... -- .. ------ --· 
- ·, ~ .. ---·· .:.:.,.>-·-= ···-··· ---· · .. -·· 
. .. , 
~· 
. . . ---- . ---- ·---------· --
·.,· ,~· . . 
•-- about four inches· 1ong, lead to small enclosures of· plas_tic. called 
~ I' -
.. ,. 
discha~e boxes (fig.7). These bo~s. surrounded by screening, help r 
. .. 
l --
. : ~ 
.,· 
~ -~ .. 
to pl'oduce 'an even depth of water behind the sluice 9ate and reduce · 
' . ' 
' 
turbulence. .. ,· 
'i ' 
t . ' 
L . 
~: .. t '.... ~. 
In the existing equipmen.t, the depth of water beh_i~d ~~~ s_!ui~': 
. . --~- . -----·~------~. --..-----·------~- -- ---------~~-------
"' . - . 
.. 
' 
; -- +•· . .... • ,_ -
i . , gate (fig.2) was contrOlled by ov~~g~!JS 0 Whi~-~-~-~l!L!.@e:,i:~es$ w~J;er _________ ·-.: ___ ,,::~--'..'. ____ ~ .. ,. .. :---.. > 
---:~r-- ·-~_7·.··--~. --. -· .. ~--· ·. ·- '-·, ..,.., • ' ::_.__•·-·-·-·• ._:_ _ _, __ ---···· ----.. -·-•--•-·:·.--··----·--· •-·· ·-·- • •'• ,_ •--·•-· • •-· • ····-- ••·•• ·•--··--•- ,,.,_.'. .. - - • •-··-.P·•• •-• -·--·•• ., ... ,. •····-•·--·-·•·u·.---. •--·; ' :0.•:,,,, • - ' • • •, • • • 
: . . ' 
) 
0 
to the collecting tank (fig.4) .. This was changed so that the rate ot __ 
·-· ---------
. ·I,.\. . . : incoming water is held constant by' holding the level in the supply tank ,, 
I· 
. " 
__!-_. __ _ 
.. '· . 
_,_ -- -- - - - . ·- .. ·--. . -·--·----;-- . . 
· crons-tant 1>ymeans of an over11ow-·to--tbe COiiecting tank: Consequently, , ·. · .. · · .. · · 
. ,• .. . 
. ,. . ~ : ' . 
--,.C--.~. -------'~_ ·~-a~'--constant head-in the supp1-y- ta111e-- pr-oduces- a--constant rate of--flow -----=----..,----------- -· j j 
1 -
. f - . 
... - .. 
~. . - --- ' ' -
. . . -.... 
1 j . 
' . . - { into the .header and onto the table; therefore the head behind the 
I • . l ·_. . . . . - - - . . . • - • ,_ e:. 
'. .;, . . ._ ' ; . 
. .. ,,.; .. I : . · ·~ . _:___ _ ; s lu1,ce. gjte lS constant and . controllable. . ' 
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As the water is fed onto the- table through the diSCharge boxes;: • ... ~,--. ' 
.. - - -·- ··---- --· -.·- .· ·- ... ---
-·· ··-· ·--·. --· - .. _ .. - -
, "' 
there is unavoidably considerable disturbance in the form of extran- ' - •' .' ; 
_· . - __ · _____ _.c.._ _______ ~ .. :~--"'---- - - e·ous--\}l'f.tvi ty waves and capillarity waves. To combat this problem, 
. . . 








.. , . .. ' : ·. . .. . ·. . 
'. 
ihree rows of triple thickness wire screens ~re placed~ro!nd the 
. ---------.--- .---~---,-~ ' ---
'"'"-( 
This greatly re-entire circumference, just behind the sluice gate. 
duces the surface disturbances propagati~g into the t~st area without 
adding much resistance to flow. 
---- --- -···-· -...l----~ 
. ... 
' 
• ' f • 
The circular sluice gate is suspended· from· the overhead frame----~----~----,~----~-- --
·". _..~ .... and lts height is adjusted by the threaded rods which fasten it to 
the frame ~n four sides. The rods go through holes in the supports 
on the sluice gate and the nuts which hold the g~te steady on ~he 
rQds are turned to alter the height of the gate. 
... 
-
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·------·-- ... ···- -- ·--··---~--,! ... -
. On the. e~isting tabl~, the water left through a hole.in the 
·.··.·center of the table, the edge o-f which is cu~ved._dow_n~ard .. in a radius 
-
' 









: ' • •··• ,:., -· , . • . I 
• 
• , 
· '-c--~-.,r~·'·: • tom· edge of ~,hi.s nozzle, an uns·t~ady flow-resulted on the water table. · · 
,! 




·~---- · ____ : .. -.. -· ~·~--. -' -----
- -- -- ·~------------· -----~-
. -· 'ro remedy this undesirable condition, some sort of filt~r-==~~-~----~~~Jmed: -. __ ···-·-~--:···-----~ '· . . - . ' .. -- '"" - ..... - ~- . ·--------· .. -·- ... ·-·--···---- --·- ·-··----·--- - ""'"·- - -----................ ,. .. ---------------·-----·,-· ------····--- . . .. 
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. \_. -;; .. ; ... . 




in the e~it_ nozzle to.damp out 'th~ inter~ittent disturbances in the 
-- --- --------- -----
\ . 
--+:~--· ·---:-- -. i~ -~--~· . -··-- ~ ... . . . - ------· -- --·--- ... 
~ . ' 
nozzle~· Steel wool was tried for this purpose, but it quickly clouded~ 
' .... --. 
. / 
-------=----·--·-·---·----
=··- ·_ · ----~-:·__,,,,\.~ t-he water~withrust;--:Ftna-nyordrnary J)I8St1C. SC-OUfIDg padSWel"e .. ----~-
."' . . . • 
- . --~~-·-c---·~---. - .... 
~:----·-.--' ~----'---·f~rced- into~·t·he- n·oz-zre·-aroun_d _ a--tirf can-~with _t-he-iop and-bottom---re- ~- ..... -- ·-·- ... ·-. - --
. ··--·. ·_ --·· . - - . 
' 
. 
-moved to accommodate the rotor shaft. This proved effective in damp-
- - ~---- -------- -
c. ... r· .. 
., 
.,··'----·-·----~----.--- _ .. ing th~ disturbances and also in filtering .out any particles in the-----·---.·--~-------·-·· .. 
-- . ,· . . . 
. ·~at.er whi.c~ would clog the pump .. 
,, 
I .. • >J 
". 
L, 
In constructing the header, a peculiar problem was encounteral 
. '. -! 
. _____ .,,_. 
' ·;_-----_---------C.....--·._. ____ _,_-------For glueing· pleces of plexiglass. together, a thin liquid solvent is ·- --------------- ---- -I -
·. . 
Lo,. ' . • 
• 
· ... ··,-.-_-----:-·---:·usually used. This provides a very strong seal if the adjoining sur- . , ~ . 
i. -· 
·- -·-.-". ·------~ ---·=---:· .... --
faces ·are perfectly smooth. If, however, these surfaces are at all 
uneven, .(as in this case. being cut with a hacksaw) only the high 
.. ·-------·-- ·-·- ·-··· .. ·- ____ .,._, .. -·- ,,,_:__:.. 





spots join and the solvent evaporates, lea~ gaps, resu~ting_j.n an 
imperfect seal .. To combat this problem, several thick glues including 
epoxy were tried without success. Finally it was found that. by mix-
ing the solvent with fine plexiglass filings a slurry could be made 
which would fill the cracks and bond strongly to the plexiglass. One 
; ... 
. ' . 
. • • . ·"' •.. =· ,. --, 
. ,;.. ,,_ .. -=--------- -
is obliged to work very rapidly, however, since this compound dries fast. J,.. /\I • .J 
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- A means must be available. to. supply the· water table with water· · . 
;, ' 
. 
• .- •' • 
·• . ·.- -L .., - - . :· .. -
· at the ~~sired rate_ and to collect and .recirculate it~· The supply 
must be adjustabl'e ·to' any desi:red 11rate of flow, and the· rate mai"-~ - 't .. -
. . 
. -
: · tained cc;,nstant for a long period of time. A serious· probl·em dis-
~--·~. ........... ·-·-----~---
. 
-----·---- - ., .... ·---
-
. . 
covered. in operating the existing circul,rt:iqn system was t-he. formation 
. 
. 
- ----·-····· -- -·- --- -· ,-
. I 
,. . .. ·- - . 
- .•- •. .,._ ·"'''-"- >• . -
· -: . - -~-- --·-;-:-~-~-·~~:-~-- --~---·- of rust· in the pipes, pump, tanks, etc. . To remedy this situation, · _ .. ' 
- '. 
····- .--·----. ·---· - . - ....•. ----·-,---..-··----;·----.-.-----·-·-··-- ,-· ---
-
----------------·----
· it was. decided to use plastic,- stainless steel, or· other corrosion - -:- -----~--:· __ -------------;·--- - \ 
. -·-_J . !. .• . . . . .' l .. 
--- - - -- - - -- - --- -- - - - - ·- - - ------ - -·------"'·--·--------- ----·--·-··-···-----·- .. --·----- ·--···· ···------ ----
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! ... _ . res.i:sia·1it~inateri11l whereveJ.! ~-~t ~as _JJ·_1~o_nt~_o_t ___ Wi_t_h_t_be:_Jf__at_er_,Jf_:_pos----·_ -_ · •.. _ , .. · 





· .. Sible, 
l . 
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' . ·• 
----·- -----·····--· ·----
···----·-- -·-------· 
- --- ---- ·-··- ·-- --
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i • 
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.... ., .. - :-· ., - .·.-· --~- - ".•- - -. ..... ~ . ·- ~ - '--- _ .. ~- ·--·--. - ·- . --
The circula.tion system ·consists. of the following components: 
. . - ''... . . 
\ - . ' 
- ' .. '-· ' . --.. . .. 
. ' . . . . . ' . 
• • 'J 
-··-
-- ---· --..- :. . ,• ~:··_,. 
. -~--:"~~--'.-~.-~~-- ---The collecting tank to receive the water ~s it leaves the table; -the 
. ' 
• •. i,-











' . flow from the pump; the supply tank to provide a constant he-ad, hence 
.a constant flow feeding the table; ·and the eight l 1/4 inch plastic 
.tubes leading to the header around the table. 
--------· ,. 
. . ' .. 
. --------.-- . ~-------- - .. 
,• 
. ' 
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' . ·, Let us consider the components of the circulation syst~m - _____ _j_.__ --------- -
. . 
. . beginning with the tank used to collect the water as it leaves the 
' 
table. 
' ... .; ' ...,. . 
' . 
. • ·- . -~-·-~-· ... _ ...... • . ---~-------·-··-· .. ,.. .-...--~-c-:-~ - -~---~ ---
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be(?ause if the supply of water is .$hut ... off, · the contents of ;the wat'er " 
t-'able ?(fig. l), header,·· and -supply tank. (fig. 3)-wou.ld fi°-w · into the 
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·. collecting tank while·. no water was b·e-ing removed-· from it. The nee-· 
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. essary v,.o_lume was computed by computing the volumes of the foremention-
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ed components. and consideri-ng- that, dur_ing operation, there must be. 
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2) P.ump . . ' . 
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In order _to design the pump, the maximum rate of 'flow must ' . 
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first be determined. At any poi~~ in the fl.ow stream the· flow rate 
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"·, ~ For the. purpose of sizing a pump, flow --rate is better .expressed -in 
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'\ . 2 = .0688 ft 
-·_,. sec 
x 60·sec x 62.5 lb x 1 gal 
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The other important factor in·sizing·a pump is the total head. 
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. · of approximately eight fe~t and a pressure drop due to friction of no 
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character_istic curves compared. -Finally'~a Meyers one-half horsepower · , 
·_ centrifugal ·pump was chosen. --Its capa_city is fifty GPM·at the .total . · .i-
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to-be much too expensive. The pump selected has a bronze impeller 
and a cast iron casing. The Lnterior of the casing was p~inted after 
purchase with corrosion-protective paint to prevent rust from the 
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casini from discolo~ing the ~ter. d . . 
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3) Dis~harge Valve 
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. In order to ·throttle the -.flow into the supply iank and thus 
' 
~ 
insurethat there was -sufficient flow to fill the tank, but not too . 
much for the overflow to handle, a valve was installed in the dis-
charge pipe. ·The best type of valve for this purpose is a gate valve 
because it provides finer adjustment than any other type. With a 
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- . ~ - '.. . . ' -thought to corrosion~t~sistance, a one inch brass gate valve was 
.chosen for the purpose. 
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, · 4) Supply Tank (fig. 3) 
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table by gravity was approxima.tely 15 inches by 12 inches by 7 1/2 
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, · in the tubes, differing pressure losses from tube to tube,- ~nd. 




leakage.· The rate -0f flow could be Controlled only by the dis~harge 
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adjust the valve accurately enough to prevent the level in t·h.e_tank 
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this level changed, so did the rate of flow onto the water·table, and 
consequently, the depth and velocity in the nozzle passages also 
.changed. The overflow boxes on the table did not hold the level be-
hind the sluice gate constant. It was felt that this component of the 




A new·tank was designed which performs basically the same 
function and is called the supply tank because it accepts water at 
a rate other than the .desired rate and delivers it at an adjustable, 
constant rate. The water enters the supply tank at one end through a 
plastic tube and filter. The end of the tube discharges the water 
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which separates· this section from the rest of the tank. Water fills 
' . 
•----- ,. 
. this section and flows over into the main part Of the tank. 
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-:-• the tubes at the bottom tl~s ovet another partition, this one three · . . . ' '.": • •• • ; > •• 
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inches high,' into the overflow section 8nd is carried to the collectitig ·. 
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head forces water to. the water table at a constant flow rate. This 
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·virtue of the.way ·it is supported. 
The vertical adjustment of the supply tank is accomp~ed bY. 
. . . 
A table with a plywood top and 
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metal frame ~s constructed to the same hjight as the water table~ · .. · 
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· supported abov.e this table by means of three 5/8 inch threaded rods~ 
each of which is fastened to the table through a hole by two nuts. 
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~--'------,\\- The bottont_~tthe supply tank whic~ extends out past the ,;ides, · has . 
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-three corresponding holes through the threaded rods pass. The tank., 
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. is supported by a nut on each rod. Three rods instead of four were - ••• - . ~ i • 
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of th~ flow rate is provided by raising or lowering these /·. · ·----· ------
Inlet Tubes to Water Table 
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·Eight of thes.e tubes carry the water from the supply tank to 
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the ·header on the water table. An important consideration in piping 
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sameo Therefore6 with a constant head in the supply tank~ a ~reater ' -
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••• eight t~bes were cut e~actly the s~m~ le~gth, regardless of th~- • • f ( 
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- the ~tessure drop increases with the length of theL -~u~e .. < 
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The pipe_is one inch plastic wh~ch is corrosion-proof and 
easi·er to assemble than metal ·piping because the elbaw& and other 
"',,-·· . . 
· connections ar~ cemented together • 
-soldered into place. 
Metal piping must ~e screwed or 






. C. . MAIN SUPPORT TABLE (FIG. 6) , 
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To support the water table itself, in lieu .of, the-existing 
. . ., . 
table which was not sturdy enough, a table was required which.would 
..... ---~-.---, be heavy and sturdy, isolated from vibrations from the floor, and 
-: .. : possessing a precise leveling adjustment to insure a uni.form depth of·-
water over the entire table. The top of this table is a hard maple 
workbench 1 1/4 inch thick, 44 inches by 44 inches. A nine inch dia-
meter was cut through its center to accomn1odate the exit nozzle of 
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- ----- - ------~ - . 
_· __ pieces .of lumber ~h..irty . .inches long,--fastened togeth·er- by- means- of .. ________ , ____ ,-. '-- _____ c •• ~,-· •• . . . . 
. 
-- - - - - --- - - -----·--···---~ --· ------ "~---~---·····-- ···'--··-···· 
- . bolts, and fastened t~ the tabl~·by m~ans of_angl~ brackets. . .. The level-
i -. ~- I . 
' .. ·in·g of the table was accomplis.hed by·· usi-ng ·three legs i~st-ead·of four, 
' 
. . 
. . ._.,._· .. .' - ~·., . 
as in the original. de$igri, and making the length of these _legs variable •. ·. 
·-; ·,· , 
. - :...·-, . Wb vary the length of·the legs, horizontal two by four blocks were 
. . . 
. . . 
,-- -----·--···· . 
--~~-- - - -
· · · · attac-hed .to the bottom of. the legs and a 5/8 inch thr.eaded rod ·was 
' . . ... 




' . . 
' . placed through a hole in the block and held by a nut and washer on r·-
' - . 
- ... i. 
. • 
. ' either ~ide of th~ block~ -Thus height is adjusted by moving the nut . . 
. 
. ~ 
------·· ---- ----· . -
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the position. To enhance the stability of the tab~e, diagonal support·· 
-i 
' . 
. I braces mutually join the three legs. These supporting members were ..... ·,. ·-
' ' ./ 
'·-- . 
.. 
- - .. ,- --- --- ... ~. . ' 
. · · made of one inch· slotted steel angles. -
. - _,._ __ _._., .......... --· 
... 
. . 
---- .------~-~ -·- ---· -- ---- -·' 
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For the purpose of vibration isolation, two rubber vibration 
--------~-
_·absorbirig pad-s·were placed between the bottom of each leg and the· floor •... 
· Two pads achieved isolation_ without interfering with the stability:.,ot .. 





-·- D. ·· SUPPLY TANK.TABLE (FIG~8) - .. ·--- --- - --- --- . ---------·-- ___ ..,,_ ··-~---· - ... -------..... -.-. 
- - -- ~ --- -- - - ...... -
The table which supports ·the supply tank is· also used as a sur·face 
on which to place the controls of the apparatus. Among-these are the · 
,. 
switch which turns on th~ pump, the control box which regulates the_ .. 
speed of the turbine rotor, the clock for timing the rotor speed, and 
the timing circuit with its solenoid switches and battery. 
The table has a plywood top 23 inches by 44 inches by 3/4 
inch. This top is mounted on a thirty-six inch high frame constructed 
19 
. ' 
- -· --- ---~~~ _..,,._- -·---
----- -..c:_ -_,_~------ -~-, ·=-!11!!!!! 
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- --.--
bolted together With ready made braces. 
The supply tank table also mounts a·brace which 
ver~icaJ'· pipe from the pump to the supply tank. 
/' 
• i<-' :·1 .• ·.·· 
MOYIE_ CAMERA 
-------
-·-·· _. ~ -··~·-
.i 
steadies 
) -- . ~~-==-~=cc·- ........... ------
---------·· 
The • movie camera used to film the ·unsteady activity was a 




.. ' Bolex sixteen millimeter reflex camera with speed~ up to sixty-four 
·frames· per second. The lens aperture used· • 18 filming wa-s f/2.8. ·---,~. --·-··---··-· -- ·-
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III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS _ • - ········-~ .J ..... ,·; • -· ·-···:·· ~ 
.· .... 
···:·;.,. . 
: . s, . ; . 
'. ··. 
. . . . . . . 
__ ._,_., .. ., ............ -. - -· -- --
-·1t was discovered that _unsteady activity· shows on the SUE.face 
i. ' 
· · of the flow most clearly when the depth is ·from • 25 inches to • 35 ";. 
. . - - l .,·. .. . 
•>1 - --·-------
· ·•······ ·- --- ··- .. .. . 
· inches. It is suspected that at depths of less than·.25 i~ches, the ·,. ---.-., • , ·-. = ~r 
,'· • '<; . 
-
-· •· • ·- ··- ••• •••'-•·•F•••.,••,••"' •-•- • • • 
., 
. 
. . \ 
effects of th·e bo·undary layer· damp a~d distort the gravity waves . . At lt 










. ,....... .• ··-···--···------ ··: ·------.J,· --------
... 
. depths gr~ater __ .th(;)n ~ 50 ·inches, vertical acce·lerations. be.come sig.ni_fi- __ _ 
\ 
cant and the analogy fails. 
1 · . - - .. .One of_ the most difficul-t · problems -- in the construction· of the_--~~~--::- .... :."~--- ··::-;~-- . ! 

















equipment was ·vibration isolation. The water table had to be iso-
lated from the floor,' the pump an~ ~he electric motor. The ·Slightest·_ 
vibration transini tted .to the table causes extraneous -s·urface..:.distur- __ .... _ .----·- _ .-
... bances on the water ... ___ .! ------.-.• --- _.,.__ ----.-
---- t -~--- - ~-·-- - - ·-- - - '1 
. ~ . 
. ... ,• ~ 
. ---------
... 
.,. --··- .. -- ,- - . -
' ' 
.. 
.. . .. ' 
. A drawback to applying the hydraul,c analogue to this design 
. ' 
-- --- - -- - ... -. -~- --· .. 
-~:---~---was .. found in the nozzle passages. The surface tensi·on c·aus·ing .. the 
. . 
·-
. water to adhere to the sides of the nozzles, forming a miniscus, · 
. 
causes a distortion of any wave phenomenon in the· vicinity of the 
nozzle sides. Also, particles of dirt stuck. to.the nozzle sides 
cause standing waves to form in the nQzzle passages. It was neces-
.. . --- . -
' .. 
~ ' ,' -
., . . 
- . ,_ __ .. ___ ·. - · . ..::..:....~· . ---------------·-
. . . . . . 
... ' . 
, 
..... , .. -...... 
. ,. 
sary to wet the side~ of the nozzles before observing the flow. A ·· 
detergent was added to the water to reduce the surface tension, but 
it was·only partially effective. Sudsing prevented more·than a small· 
amount of this agent from being added. 
It was also found that the disturbances generated by the·rotat-
. ing blades propagated bact through the nozzle passages, reflected 
21. 
., 
. . . 
, 
. , . 
• .• ~ ..... - ...... -, • ....J.,..._......,_, --- > 
" __ , -·' ,_:. . "· ·--·... -·-
'· 1·~·-· -~·-- -
\ 
. ··- ·-···-.· 
.. .,.--,-
., 
----- ---------··-----·---------. --- -- ---- -.l. 
... 
• 
._,. ... -· -- -.· 
• 
.. 
_u __ =-: ID • 
\ 
1rom the sluice gate and tra·veled back to the test area, . . causing 
.··undesirable extraneou$ dis_turbances. 
by pla·cing a screen between the sluice gate and the nozzles. . . . ,These 
disturbances were effectively damp~d out. . , . 
\ 
·waves generated .b·y the blades were s.een on the water ,surface 
. . . .. . . 
propagfating toward the nozzles, ·as· well as \rortices 
.. shedding from 
nozzles, and vortices caused.by separat~on of flow 
on the ~auction side 
·\ of the blades. 
• 
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APPENDIX A. : 
• . __ :, ~.. . ·- . ! ··::-·--. ·.---
.. " 
1 ·--
"MATHEllJJATICAL DEVELOP.MEN!' "\OF 'I'HE HYDRA~IC ANALOGUE · (3, 4) _ . 
. . 
. . . 
. . ' 
-- ... ··-·---~ 
. ' . 
The hydraulic analogue relates- the' two-~-d-imensiona.l, irrot- , 
~ 
ational, - isentropic .f\ow, of. an ldea1· gas with the two-dimensional,· 
~ . '.· , 
. . . . 
irroiational flow of an incompressible, perfect fluid Ovf:lr a horizon .... ;;"" - ~ -
.. 
- -----~- ·-··. . ... 
_ c __ : _____ :_" ________ -_ ·"·--· ~-. --~-: __ ~'t.-11_ J , ~ ~ r fa Ce __ U-n(j e i9 -t, Ile __ i.n fl.ue n_ce~· ]) f --• gr 8 V it y ~- .. ' . , .. - -· __ :_ ·-·· ·._ ------------------~··-··-- ·- - . - - --- - --·--- ··------.:.....--- .. •-- -- ---·· - ---·· 
-·c 
. I Since it is often difficult and expens_ive to record data of. 
' ' 
· ~,gas flow through turbomachinery or around object.s in a free stream,· 
' -' --~-----·--'.· .. ---·-·-··-- -·-··--------·-------------- -·--- ---· -·--·· ---•------·····---·------------------------- ·-- - - -
.. ·- ·-·-- ---·-·····--------------·----~-c~---,--,-------- ... --·-
· the analogue provides an excellent tool for· inexpensively obtaining - -
' 
. . -~: . 
.,.-.. , - , .. . quall tati ve, and in many cases, quanti tati·ve informa·tion ~oncerning - ·• . . .. - -__ .,._ 
. ' 
. . .. 
.. the behavior of gas flow. . ..: .. ·-;-..:.:. . . 
.. -----·-·-·------------...______ . 
. , ..... - ------ ·._• ---·· --·----·-·---~- - -- -:-.i --- In the case of the -flow of the· 1iquid·, data is· easy_ to. record • 
" · · In flows of one·-qua-r-te-r-·to· one~half of an i_nch deep, low water ·vel- · --~·-~---~,--:~-:----~-.-~-
. a···-""'::. .. ·-,-------·-·· 
. 
~------ociti.es---correspond-to velocities of gases in the soni_~_ range. For this ..) 
• 
. . 
,, ·; . . .. ~ 
r ·reason, many of the phenomena occurring in the flow may be observed 
·with the naked eye and recorded with less sophisticated devices than 
. . . . ' .. . 
.. 
would be necessary in the case of a high speed gas. 
I ' 
' 
-· . - . ~-- ---~· ·----... --'.-· '----·- --- '.L.. . 
. ,. it)' waves can be observed visua~ly . 
.. I . • i: 
· The·basis 1of the:analogue is ~he· simil~rity in the form of 
------·-, . -~--------- ···-· 
the equations of motion of the gas and of the liquid.under consider-
"-../· 
.. In describing.the liquid flow, we refer to figure 12. The 
.. --- ~- .. 
















·---- ----·--·---------------------·--~------. --------- ---- - --- -- - ------ --
.• ... 
i.; -- . ·- - -
. 
- ------ --- -- --- - -- - - -- -- -- -- --- ------ -- ------------------------------ -----
~------ -- ------ ------ ------~- --------- - ---- ---·- ----- -
: I 
ll .: .... 
I j .•. . 
l 
flow origiirnates, at ·zero _velocity, from a -large reservior of c~nstant · 
] ·. , .. , ... 
11 · depth, d0 .. 'First we will consider an al'bitl'ary streamline beginning ·. 
ri · ._.. .. . . . . · . · . . . . ·· . . . ~ -L :·.···. ·•·····•·•··········.· ;·: -,-- .- :o -_ i1t·-xo :: o·;· yo •. ·. ~(); ·or. Tnt er·es ·t .. are the. pi O pernes at . X(), yo; z O a na=;---==~=-=-==~=-=-- ---.-
l · _ · at ·x, y, z. Through a steady.,_ ir~ot8tional, incompressible flow·. '. ••·• • ;•·•·:--· 
' 







• • • 
·i .. ··- -_ - . -. -~---·- ~- --· ' . . 
· field 
- ··-·--·- ·~··.,.-- -·-·· y_2 + f + gz = constant 
~~ ~~: _- __ :_, __ - ----·- ... 2 .. , . t · . . . . .. • 
. . · . . or 
(Bernoulli's. equa~tlonl 
) -. ·.· .. 
... 
' I 
• I •• 
• 
~-- ·--- -- ---------. 




. . . i:r.· . . • . . 
- . ,· - . 
. .. . . . . ·. -r.. .~, ~ . . ' ·_). · .... j ..... - .. > ..... · ----- .•... __ ·:.· _·,_: __ . ._-~· ___ · ___________________ :. __________ ' ___ -------·····-----·.-- ··-- ------.------·------·-·--·· --- -·- .. --·------···-·-··--... -- .. -~. -~-=--~-'---'---_ .. -..... -~--;-,- ~-- . -- -,-·----f ___ :;-~:-- ,-- ;, , ..... -_ ··. __ -· __ .This relationship may also be expre-s-sed as· : .. _,- · . ,_ · · .. · 
• . ' . - 7. .· 1 . .. 2 . . ' -· ····--·----- -------:-
i 
[' \ 
\~\. -.. _. ~-· -' -- · _ - · V = 2g ( z0 _-z) + 2 (PO -P) . 
·,' 
• ·. (1) ... ·· . .. . :· . 
... 
' ----~------'------'-.....:....__---,--,-----"------'---------'-':'.--:---:-.---'---:•·-- -. . ---.--·,:-' ' . ~ - '' 
~. . 
- -- , __ - ---··----- .·----- ---.-~-------· .. - .- -- - - - -
Assumin·g. vertical. acceleration is negligible· compared to - --~---.. - _'.,.,..._. -~-~--·-------- -
"'· 
. . 
. . . . 
gravitational acceleration, and that·atmospheric pressure is chosen 
as the· reference point (gauge pressure), pressure .. ~n-~·the.~ liqu_id·.-is pro-· , 
.. 
4 t· ·•." ~ portibnal to. the.: distance! below the~·surface--.Cd. - z'l-•.. ·. T,herefore - - . . . 
. . . 
·,, . 
' . 
' ',. - J 
\ 
.·· . 
. - . 
. . 
- ·--- •_ ------------. -~--------·r-----~· ..... __ ·J· .• ~-- -· ~----.-··. ---·~---•··--·-----------.- ... ·-- -- .. -- •. -- - ---~- -- ~- -- --- .. --~ --·~ ~-~---- ' 
,i -.-~--~_ ..... .':_. ·- -· .. ~ ·;:· --- ..... ···-------- - . p . ·= e g(d-z) . . . . (2) 
... 
.. 
Substituting thes··e r·elationships into Cl) 
v2 = 2g(z0 -z) - 2t(J(d0 -Z0 -dtz_) 
t - -. 
. . 
-- -,--~- ------,-·~---~- - ........ -,.- --~--------·--· _,.... __ ,,,__. -.. -- - --
- "•• •. • •,.-as• - ••• ·• • • • • • - • 0 -..~ • • 0 U • ,•; 0 • - .•. ~ ---------. --~--.. --.-_ .. -.,-._------,..-------.--~----~----.... - ··- - - ,,. ... - -· I - - • • ' \. ~ - • • - . " • ' •" ---- -- ~· '•·. •O'-_..,.,.__" _.., _ __."'---~-~."----IL-J,-~•·-•,._---.~ .. • - . -.__..., _, •.• ~ • ,..,,,..,. ~ ... ,.-·••---·-
• 4 ... -2 . 




\ Since this relationship is independent of z0 and z, it is seen that 
. ' 
./ 
-- -· - '-'rnt"-,o •or•·• .. 
-•"S-; 
the velocity at a given x and y distance from the origin is the same 
) . 1~ .. 
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at ·any depth. .. •' ..... It is known that· for ~a gas · 
' "-·· 
·. :t . 
.... . 
(4) ' " .. 
a 2 ,, 
- _ V -= ~ 2g ( i O - i ~- __________ ---------,--------·· _ 
I . 
•· ·_ Consequently, _ the\ depth Of"·-·the:·--·-tiqui·d···-~~~s-~-antJlogous to the enthalpy 
. . ' . ~ 
I . '· .• 
_- o·f the gas-~ - . ·- .'..;: ______ -____ ----- .. . . ... ' . . "'·· , . . . ·:·-------------~-----·------~----------- -- -------.-----,--· ..... _ .. _-_ -----~-~-:--·-----· -.-- -~---·':· --r--·--
.· .. --
. . 'Also, for the -liquid ·· 
. ' 
' - . ·' 
-- -- ---~ - - - - - '. . - -:: 
'r--·--':"'--·-
- _ . .-;_-._·. ·-.·'_\:,.,.'.-,-' . . . . . . ·-·--·--·•···-----···-···--: ·-··:· .. --;·---·----:-·- ----;.---:-.---------
'. ·._ .:,: .- ._- .·." - · ... ' . . ' . '.. ' . ----
·' 
--·------- ~ -~~---- --~ v!ax = 2gdo .. ,----- ··- --- - .. ·:__ .: . .. -- . -- . --.;,. (. : .. . .. 
(-5) . ,- ...... " -,-
.. 
. ,. ·: . . ;j_ .. ,• 
' ·, ' .. 
-~ ·--· . ,__. 
I .. :,.._ ,· 
' . 
. (6) 
. .,.. .. 
) . . ' . . 
.. - .--
. , 
.,.. - . I 
. - '• ... ·-. 
' I - 7: 
) _ ___:__ ______ !__ _ :___~,_.c.....:......:___,,...-,---~---
r.or . ~he .. gas ; . 
' 
. ·. ' , ...... 
. . . 
- -
' . . : . 
. ' . 
·'.:. ·, .- . . 
-· _ ______:_i:.___J-=-_...:,.... _______ ____.:. ___ :.,.;_.~ ... -..'....:...,.....:.. .•. .:.._._.__. __ ; ___ . __ -~--- ·'·--- - -
I . 
-... - ' . 
. ,. ' ' 
1::', 'r-. . ' 
... .. . _. __ .. · .·_.::·..... . -· -- -.; ... : 
. . , 
,/ _. 
2 .. . 2 . , •. . . 
· Ymax = Q1.o · . •. ~ ! . : ~ ~ I -· I 
- . -. ·r 
.. 
" 
... t (> ' 
- - -- .! ... 
\ 
--~-' 
. . . -. 
.· (7) ' . 
- . 
--··-------·- ..... ·-_ :.~.\!~--=-:-... ·~------, :_· ·~'------ ; :,. ______ . - -·---
: i 0 - i ::: cp<To- .T) =_ T0- T ___ ...... -~-~~- -~· 
· i 0 cpTo T0 
-~---- ~----. + ' - - -
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- .. ., ~ 
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Therefore it can be seen from (6) and (7) that - ,, 
·. ;.-•-- ··- -··---·· - -- -,---:---:--------.___:..- __ 
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corresponds to 1· 
To 
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,. - -·· -.--·"' -· -- -- -:--
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· · The~efore, in determining the velocity ratio!. , t is 
Ymax do 
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Next, we employ the continuity equations of both the gas and 
the liquid flow considered, in order to relate the gas density to 
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- -- ---- ---- -------------- --- ------~ ------
----------- ------- --·---- ---- ~ - - .. --- -·· ·-· - --- --- ---- - -- --- - - - - - - - --- -~-, ------· --------·- ----- -- ·- - ---- ---·------ - - -·- ._ __ .. __ -~---·--------"'"·- -····-·---·--· ~ 
.. . :!:.., .... ·--- -·-------.-. -- --- - -
..J 
. - - ... 
-- ------·-··-···-:·.···-::·: -- .-:---·--··-·· ····-- - . 
. --.... 
. . 
. Of a value of the ratio of Specific heats J = C /Cy forwbiC-h-the 
. - . -------------- ·---·-,--· ........ -.------ .. -_________________ p __________ ------- -------------------- ---····· .. --- - - - -- ---.·-. ·---. -.-·-· - _:- --_ __-··:., ' 
analogue is valid. . 
. ...... . .. 
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... · ..... --·-····----·-·------- --·-·--- --- __ .. _ ·-··· ______ ,_ ___ ····-----··~----·· .,... . - ···;- -
. , 
- -------·- --- ---- ·--------
- -- --- -- -- -- - --~ - - - - . --
. ' 
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~(du)+ ~(dv) = 0 . (11). 
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This is the continuity equation of a steady~ incompressible 
fluid flow with a free surface. When compared to the continuity 
equation for two-dimensional gas flow 
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Consequ~ntly, the hydraulic analogue is valid for gases. 
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v2 = u2 + v2 '' + w2 
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Contaqts A and Bare 
the turbine rotor. 
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